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Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let OK be the ring of integers
of K. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with complex multiplication
by O. Let  be the Gro ssencharacter attached to the curve E over K by the
theory of complex multiplication and let  be the conjugate character.
For k>j>0, k &j is a Gro ssencharacter. We will study p-part of the
conjecture of BlochKato for the special value of the Hecke L-function
L(&k j, s) at s=0 when the prime p splits in K and p>k+1. The
BlochKato conjecture suggests a very deep connection between the special
values of a motivic L-function and the arithmetic properties of the motive.
It's a vast generalization of the conjecture of Birch and SwinnertonDyer
on elliptic curves. In our case the motive M=Mk, j comes from the
Gro ssencharacter k &j and its motivic L-function coincides with the
Hecke L-function L(&k j, s). After introducing some notations and
giving preliminary results in Section 1, the construction of the motive is
carried out in Section 2 in a way similar to the one given in [Ha]. In
Section 3 we show that the p-part of the BlochKato conjecture is equiv-
alent to a formula for the special values of L(&k j, s) proved in [Gu].
Thus we obtain the following theorem
Theorem 1. Let k>j>0. Let p>k+1 be a prime where E has good,
ordinary reduction and let Tam(M) be the Tamagawa number of the motive
M=Mk, j . If L(&k j, 0){0, then the p-part of the Bloch-Kato conjecture
for Tam(M) is true, that is
p-part[Tam(M)]=
*(Mp* Lp*)GQ
*III(M)( p)
where III(M) is the Tate-Shafarevich group of M, Mp*=Hom(Mp , Qp(1))
is the dual of the p-adic GQ -representation induced from the Gro ssencharac-
ter k &j and Lp* is a canonical Zp-lattice in Mp*.
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Remarks. 1. As to be shown later in Section 1 L(&k j, 0){0 if
k>j+1. When k=j+1 the study of L(&k j, s) at s=0 is traditionally
more difficult, j=0 being the case described in the Birch and Swinnerton
Dyer conjecture.
2. For each pair of integers k, j we have Hecke L-function
L(&k j, s). But the special values have interesting arithmetic properties
only for k>j0. When j=0 the Bloch-Kato conjecture for such charac-
ters were studied in [Ha] when the imaginary quadratic field is Q(i) and
same method should work for other such fields. So we concentrate to the
case j{0.
3. More generally one can consider Gro ssencharacters defined over
an imaginary quadratic field of class number one of weight (k, j). Such
characters are of the form k &j} where } is a character of finite order
with values in O} . Thus the order of such a character is a divisor of 4 when
K=Q(i), of 6 when K=Q - &3 and of 2 in other cases. Again when j=0
and K=Q(i) this is discussed in [Ha]. In general the same approach could
be carried out as when }=1 but is more complicated. Since our main
purpose in this paper is to show how one can use the formula proved in
[Gu] to verify the Bloch-Kato conjecture and }=1 is the case considered
there we will not consider the twisted case. For the same reason pk+1
will be discussed elsewhere.
1. Notations and Preliminary Results
In this section we introduce some notations and known results about
motives that will be used later. For reference see [B-K, Ha].
Let X be a proper, smooth scheme over Q. Fix an integer n0, we
denote H nB(X ) for the n-th singular cohomology group H
n(X(C), Q). It has
an action by the complex conjugation { through its action on X(C). Denote
H nDR(X) for the n-th algebraic de Rham cohomology group of XQ with its
decreasing filtration. Also for each prime l, denote H nl (X ) for the n-th e tale
cohomology group ( H ne t(X, Zl
rZ))Z l Ql with its usual GQ -action.
The cohomological groups for n<0 are defined to be the dual of the
corresponding (&n)-th cohomological groups. They carry the dual con-
jugation action, dual decreasing filtration, or the dual Galois action.
H nB(X) and H
n
DR(X ) are Q l-spaces and H
n
l (X ) is a Q-space. For each prime
l, there are comparison isomorphisms H nB(X )Q Q l  H
n
l (X ) which
preserves the action of { and H nDR(X )Q Ql  DR(H nl (X )) which pre-
serves the filtration. We also have the comparison isomorphism
H nDR(X)Q R  (H nB(X )Q C)+ where ( )+ means the subspace fixed by
the action of {{. For each integer r and V # [B, DR, p], define the Tate
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twist Hn*(X)(r) to be H
n
*(X )H*
&1(Gm)
}r. They have the same proper-
ties as the the untwisted groups defined above.
A motive MQ is given by its realizations (MB , MDR , Ml) where MB is
a {-invariant subspace of H nB(X)(r), MDR is a filtered subspace of
H nDR(X)(r) and Ml is a GQ-invariant subspace of H
n
l (X )(r) for some
n, r # Z and some proper smooth scheme X over Q. We require that the
comparison isomorphisms between the various cohomology groups induce
isomorphisms
(B&l ) MBQ Q l$Ml which preserves the action of {
(DR&l ) MDRQ Ql$DR(Ml) which preserves the filtration and
(B&DR) (MBQ C)+$MDRQ R
As in [B-K, Sect. 5], we also require that the realizations of M satisfies
the following axioms:
(P1) There is a finite set of ``bad primes'' S of Q with  # S such that
for p # S, Ml is unramified at p if l{p, Mp is crystalline as a representation
of GQp and the filtration of DR(Mp) has length less than p, that is there
exist i0 and j1 with j&i<p such that DR(Mp) i=DR(Mp) and
DR(Mp) j=(0).
(P2) Let LB and LDR be Z-lattices of MB and MDR respectively.
Then for p  S with the S in (P1), LDR Z Zp is a strongly-divisible lattice
of MDRQ Qp=DR(Mp)=Crys(Mp) and LB Z Zp coincides with the
GQp -stable lattice of Mp $MBQp corresponding to LDRZ Zp under the
functor described in Theorem 4.3 of [B-K], i.e., LBZ Zp=Fil 0(BZp
(LDRZ Zp))F=1 where B is the ring defined by Fontaine [F2].
(P3) Define
Pp(Ml , u)={det(1&Frob
&1
p u | M
I p
l )
det(1&Fu | Crys(Ml )
if l{p
if l=p
were Frob&1p is any lift of the Frobenius from Gal(Q
un
p Qp) to G Qp , Ip is
the inertia subgroup of GQp and F is the usual Frobenius map acting on
Crys(Mp). For each p<, Pp(Ml , u) # Q[u] for all l and these polyno-
mials are independent of l.
(P4) Fix p<, then for almost all l<, the exists a GQp -stable
Zl -lattice Ll of Ml such that H 0(GQp
u n , LlQl Zl) is divisible.
Because of (P3), we can write Pp(M, u) for Pp(Ml , u), any l and define
the L-series of M by
L(M, s)=`
p
Pp(M, p&s)&1
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in the right half-plane of convergence and extend by analytic continuation
to the complex plane if possible.
The motive that we are going to relate to a Gro ssencharacter will be
constructed from the motives of the CM elliptic curve E and from the
multiplicative group scheme Gm . Here we display various realizations
associated to them. Most of the results are classical, though we could not
give a good reference. See [B-K, Ha].
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with complex multiplication by
the ring of integers OK of an imaginary quadratic field K=Q(- d), d<0
and square-free.
For the motive M=E, the realizations (MB , MDR , Mp) are given by
MB=H &1B (E)=Q11 Q12
where 11 and 12 are the cycles obtained by the projections of the directed
line segments from 0 to 0 and from 0 to - d0 from C to C0OK when
E(C) is identified with C0OK .
MDR=H &1DR(E)=Q|^Q'^
where |^, '^ is the dual basis of the basis |=dxy, '=xdxy of H 1DR(E). The
filtration on H &1DR(E) is given by
Fil iH &1DR(E)=0, if i>0
Fil 0H &1DR(E)=Q'^
Fil iH &1DR(E)=H
&1
DR(E), if i<0.
Mp=H &1p (E)={
Qp(^)Qp(^*)=QpaQpa*
p splits as ^^* in K
K^(^)=K^ a
p is non-split, ^ | p in K
Here a and a* are generators of Qp(^) and Qp(^*) with a*=a
{ when
p splits in K;a is a K^ -generator of K^(^) with a{=a when p is non-split
in K. Since OK can be regarded as the ring of endomorphisms of E, there
are natural OK -actions on all the cohomological groups and by
functoriality of the comparison isomorphisms, these isomorphisms preserve
the OK-actions.
Similarly for the motive of Gm , the realizations are given by
MB=H &1B (Gm)=Q1,
MDR=H &1DR(Gm)=Q=^,
Mp=H &1p (Gm)=Qp(/p)=Qpb
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where 1 is the projection of the directed path from 0 to 2?i from C to
C2?iZ;=^ is the dual basis of ==dxx in H 1DR(Gm) and the filtration on
H &1DR(Gm) is given by
Fil iH &1DR(Gm)=0, if i>0
Fil iH &1DR(Gm)=H
&1
DR(Gm), if i0.
2. Construction of the Motive
The purpose of this section is to use the elliptic curve and the multi-
plicative group to construct a motive whose L-function coincides with the
Hecke L-function of the Gro ssencharacter &k j. We first give the realiza-
tions. For each pair of integers k, j, let . be the character k &j=k+j/&j
where / is the cyclotomic character. For any subset ? of [1, . . ., n], define
?(i )={12
if i # ?
if i  ?
.
Define
MB(Qe1Qe2)Q1 }(&j )
where e1 and e2 are defined by the formula
d &(k+j ) :
?[1, ..., k+j ]
d *?21?(1)  } } } 1?(k+j)=e1+
1
- d
e2
and e1 and e2 are tensors with rational coefficients.
Also define
MDR=(Q|^}(k+j ) Q'^}(k+j ))Q=^}(&j )
and
Qp(.^)Qp(.^*)=Qp(^)
}(k+j ) Qp(/p)}(&j )
Mp={ Qp(*^ )}(k+j ) Qp(/p)}(&j ) if p splits as ^^* in KK^(.^)=K^(k+j^ )Qp(/p)}(&j ) if p non-split, ^ | p in K
From the definitions it can be verified that we have for V # [B, DR, p]
M
*
H
*
&1(E)}(k+j )H
*
&1(Gm)
}(&j )
H
*
&(k+j )(E_ } } } _E)
k+j terms
H
*
&1(Gm)
}(&j )
where the second inclusion comes from the Ku nneth formula.
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Theorem 2 The subspaces MB , MDR , Mp are the realizations of a
motive M=Mk, j from the variety
X=E_ } } } _E
k+j terms
twisted &j times by the Tate motive. Its motivic L-series equals the Hecke
L-function L(&k j, s).
Thus we need to verify that (MB , MDR , Mp) satisfies the conditions
(B-p), (DR-p), (B-DR) and (P1)-(P4) in the definition of a motive in
Section 1. We start by verifying (P3) and that the motivic L-function
equals the Hecke L-function L(&k j, s).
Proposition 2.1. For each prime p, for l{p
detQ l (1&Frob
&1
p u | M
Ip
l )={
(1&.&1(^) u)(1&.&1(^*) u)
p splits as ^^* in K
(1&.&1(^) u2)
p non-split, ^ | p in K
where we define .&1(^)=0 if ^ | f. .
Proof. When ^ | f. , the conductor of ., the representations Qp(.l),
Qp(.l*) and K^(.l) are ramified at p for l{p. So M
Ip
l =0 and the required
equality follows.
For ^ |3 f. , depending on the splitness of p and l we divide the proof into
four cases. First consider the cases when p splits as ^^* in K. Then
K^=Qp , so the decomposition group and the inertia group of p in GQ can
be identified with those of ^ in GK .
(i) l{p splits as ll*. As defined above
Ml=Ql (. l)Ql (. l*)=Ql eQl e*
where e=a}(k+j ) b}(&j ) and e*=a*}(k+j ) b}(&j ). Both Ql (.) and
Ql (.*) are unramified at p and the action of Frobp=Frob^ # GK with
respect to the basis [e, e*] has matrix ( .&1(^)0
0
.&1(^*)). Thus
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml )=det \1&.
&1(^) u
0
0
1&.&1(^*) u+
=(1&.&1(^) u)(1&.&1(^*) u)
(ii) l{p is non-split in K and lOK=l. By definition Ml=K l (. l ). It
is unramified at p and Frobp acts on it as scalar multiplication by .(^).
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When K=Q(- d ) with d1 (mod 4), OK=Z[- d ] and .(^)&1 can be
written as .(^)&1=a+b - d with a, b in Q. With respect to the Ql -basis
[1, - d ] of Ml $K l , Frob&1p acts as ( ab bda ). Thus
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml)=det \1&au&bu
&bdu
1&au+
=(1&au)2&db2u2
=1&2au+(a2&db2) u2
But since .(^*)=a&b - d we also have
(1&.&1(^) u)(1&.&1(^*) u)=(1&(a+b - d ) u)(1&(a&b - d ) u)
=(1&au)2&(b - d u)2
=(1&au)2=db2u2
as required.
When K=Q(- d ) with d#1 (mod 4), OK=Z[(1+- d)2] and .(^)&1
can be written as .(^)&1=a+b((1+- d)2) with a, b in Q, so with respect
to the Q l -basis [1, (1+- d)2] of Ml $K l , Frob&1p acts as ( ab b(d&1)4a+b ).
Thus
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml)=det \1&au&bu
&b(d&1)4 u
1&(a+b) u +
=(1&au)(1&(a+b) u)&
d&1
4
b2u2
=1&(2a+b) u+\a(a+b)&d&14 b2+ u2
Since .(^*)&1=a+b((1&- d)2) we also have
(1&.&1(^) u)(1&.&1(^*) u)
=\1&\a+b 1+- d2 (u) \1&\a+b
1&- d
2 + u+
=1&(2a+b) u+\a(a+b)&d&14 b2+ u2
as needed.
Next consider the cases when p is non-split and pOK=^. Then
Frobp  GK but Frob2p=FrobK # GK . So we can write Frob
&1
p ={_ with
_ # GK and _{_=Frob&1^ where we identify { # Gal(KQ) with a lifting of
it to GQ .
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(iii) l splits as ll*
Since we've chosen e* with e*={e, with respect to the basis [e, e*],
Frob&1p ={_ acts as
\01
1
0+\
.l(_)
0
0
.l*(_)+=\
0
.l(_)
.l*(_)
0 +=\
0
. l(_)
. l(_{)
0 +
Therefore
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml)=det \ 1&.l(_) u
&.l(_{) u
1 +
=1&. l (_{) . l (_) u2=1&. l (_{_) u2
=1&. l (Frob&1^ ) u
2=1&.&1(^) u2
This is what we wanted.
(iv) l is non-split, lOK=l.
When d1 (mod 4), we have . l (_)=a+b - d, . l (_{)=a&b - d with
a, b # Qp , so .&1(^)=. l (Frob&1^ )=. l (_
{_)=a2&db2. With respect to
the basis [1, - d], { has matrix ( 10 01), _ has matrix ( ab dba ). So Frob&1p ={_
has matrix ( a&b
db
&a) and
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml)=det \1&uaub
&dub
1+ua+
=1&u2a2+du2b2=1&(a2&db2) u2
=1&.&1(^) u2
When d#1 (mod 4), we have . l (_)=a+b((1+- d)2), . l (_{)=
a+b((1&- d)2) with a, b # Qp , so .&1(^)=. l (Frob&1^ )=. l (_{_)=
(a+b2)2&db24=a2+ab&b2(d&1)4. With respect to the basis [1,
(1+- d)2], { has matrix ( 10 1&1), _ has matrix ( ab b(d&1)4a+b ). So Frob&1p ={_
has matrix ( 10
1
&1)(
a
b
b(d&1)4
a+b )=(
a+b
&b
b(d&1)4+a+b
&a&b ). So
det(1&Frob&1p u | Ml)
=det \1&(a+b) ubu
&(b(d&1)4+a+b) u
1+(a+b) u +
=1&(a+b)2 u2+b \b(d&1)4 +a+b+ u2=1&.&1(^) u2
Thus we have verified all four cases. K
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Now we check that the realization Mp comes from the e tale cohomology
of the specified variety and that it satisfies the conditions (P1) and (P3).
Proposition 2.2. Let
Qp(.^)Qp(.^*)=Qp(^)}(k+j )Qp(/p)}(&j )Qp(*^ )}(k+j )
Mp={ Qp(/p)} (&j) if p splits as ^^* in KK^(.^)=K^(k+j^ )Qp(/p)} (&j ) if p non-split, ^ | p in K
Then
(i)
MpH &1p (E)
}(k+j ) H &1p (Gm)}(&j )
H &(k+j )p (E_ } } } _E
k+j terms
)H &1p (Gm)
}(&j )
and the p-adic Hodge-Tate decomposition of Mp is the (&k)-th and j-th
graded parts of the Hodge-Tate decomposition of H &1p (E)
} (k+j)
H &1p (Gm)
} (&j);
(ii) Mp is a crystalline representation for all odd p and the polynomial
Pp(Mp , u)=det(1&Fu |Crys(Mp)) equals to the polynomial Pp(Ml , u)=
det(1&Frobl u | Ml) for any l{p.
Corollary 2.1. The definition of Pp(M, u)=Pp(Ml , u) is independent
of the choice of l. Thus we can define Pp(M, u)=Pp(Ml , u) for any l and the
motivic L-function L(M, s)=6p Pp(V, p&s) equals the Hecke L-function
L(k &j, s).
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. K
Proof of Proposition 2.2. When p splits, H &1p (E)$Qp(^)Qp(^*),
where the first term is the (&1)-th graded part and the second term is the
0-th graded part of the HodgeTate decomposition. Also H &1p (Gm)
=Qp(/p) is the (&1)-th graded part of its HodgeTate decomposition.
Thus it is clear that
Mp=Qp(^)}(k+j ) Qp(/p)}(&j ) Qp( *^ )}(k+j ) Qp(/p)}(&j )
Hp&1(E)_ } } } _Hp&1(E )
k+j terms
_(H &1p (Gm))
}(&j )
and the first term gives the (&k)-th graded part and second term gives the
( j)-th part of its HodgeTate decomposition. This proves (i) in the split
case.
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For p non-split, ^ | p, there is isomorphism
K^(:)Qp K^(;)  K^(:;)K(:;*)
ab [ (ab, ab*)
for :, ; characters of GK with values in K _^ . This isomorphism also preser-
ves the action of { if it acts normally through K^ on each factor. Applying
this iteratively and using ^^*=/p we get
K^()}(k+j )=K^(k+j ){other terms of the form K^(
k+j&2i
^ /
i
p)
1i[r2] =
From this it is clear that K^(k+j ) occurs as a GQ-invariant subspace of
K^()}(k+j ). According to Theorem 2 of the appendix of chapter III in
[Se], This subspace corresponding to the &(k+j)-th and 0-th graded part
of the HodgeTate decomposition of K^()}(k+j ). Therefore, K^(k+j )
Qp(/p)&j occurs as a GQ -invariant subspace of K^()}(k+j )Qp(/p)&j
and corresponds to the (&k)-th part and j-th part of its HodgeTate
decomposition. This proves (i) when the prime p is non-split.
Now we prove (ii). First assume that p is ordinary. Since GQp
GK , Crys(Mp)=Crys(Qp(,^))Crys(Qp(,^*)). So we only need to show
that both factors on the right are of 1-dimensional. It's known that Qp(^)
and Qp(^*) are both crystalline. In fact a basis element of Crys(Qp(^))
can be constructed as follows. Choose a prime vp of Q dividing ^ and let
Ip be the inertia subgroup of vp in GQ . Then ^=/p and ^*=1 on Ip .
By [F1, Prop. 2.33], BIpcrys=Dp where Dp is the completion of Q
un
p /Q p
in Cp . Let c be a generator of Qp(,^*) then
Crys(Qp(^*))=(BcrysQpc)GQp=[(Bcrys Qpc)Ip]Frobp
=(Dp Qp c)Frobp
as ,^* is unramified at ^. Further Frobp acts as multiplication by
^*(Frob^)=^(Frob^*)=(^*) # Qp on c. Since ,(^*) is a unit in
Zp , by [N. Lemma 4.1, chapter III], there is a unit : of DDp such that
:Frobp:=&1(^*). Thus we have Crys(Qp(^*)=Qp(:c). As F
acts as Frobp on Dp /Bcrys we have (:c)F =
def :F c=:Frobp 
c=,&1(^*)(:c). So F acts on Crys(Qp(,^*)) by multiplication
by ,&1(^*). By [F2] there is an unit t=log ([=]) # Bcrys such that t_=
/p(_) t for _ # G Qp , and t
F=pt. We see that Crys(Qp(/p))=Qp(t&1b)
where b is a generator of Qp(/p) and F acts on Qp(/p) by multiplication by
p&1. Since .=k*&j= &(k+j)/k and .*=&j k= (k +j )/&j we see
that Crys(Qp(.^))=Qp(:&(k+j )t&ke) and Crys(Qp(.^*))=Qp(:(k+j )
_t j e*). Moreover, F acts on the two spaces by multiplications by
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 (k+j)/&k(^)=.&1(^) and by  (k +j )/ j=.&1(^*) respectively. Therefore
Mp is crystalline and
det(1&Fu | Crys(Mp))=det \1&.
&1(^) u
0
0
1&.&1(^*) u+
=(1&.&1(^) u)(1&.&1(^*) u)
as required.
We next prove (ii) for p supersingular. Now Mp=K^(.^)=
K^(k+j/&jp )=K^(
k+j)Qp(/&jp ). We use induction on n to show that
F has eigenvalues \i np&n2&m in K^(n/mp ) for n0 and any m. When
n=0 it is well-known that K^(/m) is crystalline and F has repeated eigen-
value p&m on Crys(K^(/m)). When n=1, K^(^)=H &1p (E ) and as E has
good reduction at p, it is known that K^(^) is crystalline and F has eigen-
values \p&12 on Crys(K^(^)). Thus K^(^ /mp ) is crystalline and F has
eigenvalues \p&12&m on Crys(K^(^/mp )). Now let n2 and assume
that the statement is true for l<n. Then F has eigenvalues \i lpl2&m
on Crys(K^(l^/
m
p )). Using the isomorphism K^(:)Qp K^(;)$K^(:;)
K^(:;*) inductively and noticing that ^ *^ =/p and K^( *^ /mp )=
K^(t^/
m) we get
K^(^)}n$i K^(:i)
where
1 :i is n^
n :i are n&2^ /p
_\n&12 ++\
n&1
n&2+& :i are n&4^ /2p
b
(if n is even) \12_+_\
n&1
_n2& ++\
n&1
n&_n2&+& :i are n&2[n2]^ /[n2]p
By inductive hypothesis, on Crys(K^(:i)), :i=n&2m^ /
m
p with m1, F has
eigenvalues \i n&2mpn2=\i npn2. On the other hand there is
isomorphism Crys(K^(^)}n)$Crys(K^(^))}n and since F has eigen-
values \ip12 on Crys(K^(^)) it follows that on Crys(K^(^)}n), F has
1+( n2)+(
n
4)+ } } } =2
n&1 eigenvalues i np&n2 and ( n1)+(
n
3)+ } } } =2
n&1
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eigenvalues &i np&n2. Counting eigenvalues in the two ways of decomposi-
tion we see that F has eigenvalues \i np&n2 on Crys(K^(np)). Therefore
F has eigenvalues \i np&n2&m on Crys(K^(n^/
m
p )). Back to Mp=
K^((k+j )/ (&j )p ) we see that Mp is crystalline and F has eigenvalues
\i k+jp&(k+j )2+j on Mp . So
det(1&Fu |Crys(M p))=(1&i
(k+j )p&(k+j )2+ju)(1+i (k+j )p&(k+j )2+ju)
=1+p&(k+j )+2ju2=1&&(k+j )(^) / j (^) u2
=1&.(^)&1 u2
This proves (ii) in the supersingular case. K
Since  l ,  l* and /l are all unramified at p{l we have
(MlQl Zl)Gal( Q pQp
un
)=Ml Q l Zl . So (P4) is verified.
Next we prove that for MBH &(k+j )B (E
k+j )H &1B (Gm)
} (&j ) and
MDRH &kDR(E
k+j)H &1B (Gm)
} (&j ) we have isomorphisms (B-1),
(DR-1), (DR-B) and that (P2) in the definition of motives is satisfied.
First prove (B-1).
Proposition 2.3. Let
MB=(Qe1 Qe2)Q1 } (&j )H &1B (E)
}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)
}(&j )
be as defined at the beginning of this section. MB Qp is mapped onto Mp
under the comparison isomorphism
(H &1B (E)
} (k+j ) H &1B (Gm)}(&j ))Qp
$H &1p (E)
} (k+j ) H &1p (Gm)
} (&j ).
Moreover, let LM=(Ze1Ze2)Z1 } (&j ) be a lattice of MB , then
LM Z Zp is sent onto the lattice
{Zp(.^)Zp(.^*)O^ (.^)
p split
p non-split=
of Mp under the isomorphism.
Proof. We first consider the split case. In H &1B (E)$Q11 Q12 the
complex conjugation { fixes 11 and sends 12 to &12 . In H &1p (E)$
Qp(^)Qp(^*)=QpaQpa* we can choose a and a* such that
a{=a*. Since the isomorphism f : H &1B (E) Qp $H &1p (E) preserves the
action of {, f (11)=:(a+a*) for some : # Qp . This isomorphism also
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preserves the OK -module structures on the two cohomological groups. Let
I be the action of - d on the cohomological groups, then I acts on Qp by
multiplication by - d since - d # Qp when p splits. The action of OK on
H &1B (E) is through the projection of the multiplication on C from C to
E(C)$C0OK . Thus 1 I1=12 and 1
I
2=d11 . From these we compute that
1 I{1 =&12=&1
{I
1 and 1
I{
2 =d12=&1
{I
2 . Therefore I{=&{I on H
&1
B (E)
and hence on H &1p (E). Thus f (12)=f (1
I
1)=f (11)
I=(:(a+a*))I=
:(aI+a{I)=:(aI&aI{)=:(- d a&(- d a){)=: - d (a&a*) since { is
Qp -linear. Therefore f (11+1- d 12)=2:a and f (11&1- d 12)=2:a*.
Then under the isomorphism (H &1B (E)
}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)
}(&j ))Qp$
H &1p (E)
}(k+j )H &1p (Gm)
}(&j) the elements (11\1- d 12)}(k+j ) 
1 }(&j ) are sent to (2:)(k+j) a} (k+j) b(&j) and (&2:)(k+j ) a*}(k+j )
b(&j ) respectively. By the way 11 and 12 are defined, it is clear that in
(H &1B (E)
}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)
}(&j ))Qp we have (11\1- d 12)}(k+j ) 
1 }(&j )=(e1\1- d e2)1 (&j ). Therefore a basis of MB Qp is sent to a
basis of Mp .
In the non-split case, choose a K^ -basis a of K^(^) with a{=a. The
map f (1)p : H
&1
B (E)Qp $H
&1
p (E)$K^(^)$K^ a sends 11 to :a, a # Qp
since 1 {1=11 . Also since :
I=- d :, f (12)=f (1 I1)=f (11)I=- d :a.
Extending scalars of f (1)p to Qp(J) with J
2=d, we get
f (1)p : Qp(J)  (H
&1
B (E)Qp)$Qp(J)K^(^),
111+J &112 [ 1:a+J &1 - d :a.
For characters :1 and :2 with values in K^ we have isomorphism
K^(:1:2)$K^(:1:2)K^(:1 :2*), xy [ (xy, xy*). In general, let Pn be
the set of non-empty subsets of [1, . . ., n]. There is an isomorphism
}
n
i=1
K^(:i)$ 
? # Pn
K^ \`
n
i=1
:?(i)i +
}
n
i=1
xi [ \`
n
i=1
x?(i)i +?
where we define :?(i)i =:i if i # ?, =:i* if i  ?. Similarly define x
?(i)
i for
xi # K^(:i). Then the isomorphism H &1B (E)
}nQp $H &1p (E)
}n induces
f (n)p : H
&1
B (E)
}nQp$K^(^)}n$ 
? # Pn
K^ \`
n
i=1
?(i)^ +
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After extending scalars to the field Qp(J) we can fit it into the following
commutative diagram
(Qp(J)H &1B (E ))
}n ==t= Qp(J) (H &1B (E ))}n
$ $
(Qp(J)K^(^))}n ==t= Qp(J) (K^(^))}n
f $

? # Pn
}
n
i=1
Qp(J)K^(?(i)^ ) ww
g
Qp(J)} 
? # Pn
K^ \`
n
i=1
?(i)^ +
where the first two horizontal maps send }ni=1 (;i #i) to
(>ni=1 ;i) ( 
n
i=1 #i) and g is defined in the same way, component-
wise. The map f sends }ni=1 (;i #i) to (}ni=1 (;i #?(i)i ))? # Pn . The
other vertical maps are the natural ones. f (n)p is just the composition
of the right two vertical maps. From the definition of e1 and e2 ,
1e1+J &1e2 # Qp(J ) (H &1B (E))
}n is sent to (111+J&1
12)}n # (Qp(J )H &1B (E ))}n which is sent to (11+J &1 - d )}n :n #
(Qp(J )K^(^))}n.
Since - d *=&- d, when n=2 we have
(1a+J&1 - d a)}2
@ww
f
((1a+J &1 - d a)}2, (1a+J &1 - d a)
_(1a&J&1 - d a))
=((1a)}2+2(1a) (J&1 - d a)
+(J&1 - d a)}2, (1a)}2+(J&1 - d a)}2)
@ww
g
((11+2J&1 - d+ 1) a}2, (11+d &1d ) a}2)
=((2(11)+2(J&1 - d )) a}2, 0)
Thus f (2)p (e1)=2:
2a}2, f (2)p (e2)=2 - d :2a}2. If n>2 and ?{[1, ..., n],
then the ?-th term of f ((1a+J&1- d a)}n) is (1a+J&1
- d a) (11&J&1 - d a)*=((1a)}2&(J&1 - d a)}2)* for
some * # }ni=3 K^(?(i)^ ). Therefore, the ?-th term of g( f ((1a+
J&1 - d a)}n)) is g?((1a)}2*)&g?((J &1- d a)}2*)=g?((1
a)}2*)&g?((1a)}2*)=0. It follows that for ?{[1, ..., n], the
?-th component of the image of 1e1+J&1 e2 in Qp(J)? # Pn
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K^(>ni=1 
?(i)
^ ) is zero. For ?=[1, ..., n], the ?-th component of
f ((1a+J&1- d a)}n) is
(1a+J&1- d a)}n= :
n
i=1 \
n
i+ (1a)}i (J&1 - d a)}(n&i)
So the ?-th component of g( f ((1a+J&1- d a)}n) is
\ :
n
i=1 \
n
i+ J&i (- d)i+ a}n
=\ :
n
i=1, i even \
n
i+ 11+ :
n
i=1, i odd \
n
i+ J&1- d + a}n
=(12n&1+J&12n&1 - d ) a}n
By the commutativity of the diagram, f (n)p (1e1+J
&1e2)=(12n&1+
J&1 2n&1 - d ) :na}n. Therefore [e1 , e2] is sent to a basis
[2n&1:na}n, 2n&1 - d:na}n] of K^(n^)(K^(^))}n=H &1p (E)}n. It
follows that the isomorphism
(H &1B (E )
}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)}(&j ))Qp
$H &1p (E )
}(k+j )H &1p (Gm)
}(&j )
sends a basis
[:&(k+j )e1 1 }(&j ), :&(k+j )e2 1 }(&j )]
of MB Qp to a basis
[2k+j&1a}(k+j ) b}(&j ), 2k+j&1 - d a}(k+j ) b  (&j )]
of Mp , as we needed.
By definition,
H &1B (E, Z)={
Z11 Z12 , when d1 (mod 4)
Z11Z
11+12
2
, when d#1 (mod 4)
So for odd p,
Zp11 Zp12=H &1B (E)Z Zp$Tp
={Zp(^)Zp(^*),OK^ (^),
p split
p non-split
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It follows that the number : # Qp that appears in the basis correspondence
above belongs to Z_p . The last part of the proposition follows easily from
this. K
Now we prove the comparison isomorphism (B-DR)
Proposition 2.4. Under the isomorphism
((H &1B (E)
}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)
}(&j ))C)+
 (H &1DR(E)
}(k+j ) H &1DR(Gm)
}(&j ))R
(MB C)+ is mapped onto MDR R.
Proof. Let H &1DR(E
an) be the analytic de Rham cohomology group with
canonical basis [d z, d z ]. The comparison map H &1B (E )C$H
&1
DR(E)C
is given by the inverse of the canonical isomorphism
H &1DR(E )C$H
&1
DR(E
an)$H &1B (E )C
|^ [
1
2
d z, d z [
1
20 \11+
1
- d
12+
'^ [ &
02
2?
d z , d z [
1
20 \11&
1
- d
12+
So 11+1- d 12 and 11&1- d 12 are sent to 40|^ and &4?0 '^ under
the comparison isomorphism H &1B (E )C$H
&1
DR(E)C. Also, 1 is sent
to 2?i=^ under the comparison isomorphism H &1B (Gm)C$H
&1
DR(Gm)C.
By the definition of e1 and e2 , (e1\1- d e2)1 }(&j ) equals (11\1
- d 12)}(k+j )1 }(&j ) in H &1B (E )}(k+j )H &1B (Gm)}(&j ) C. There-
fore (e1\1- d e2)1 }(&j ) are sent to (2?i)&j (40)k+j |^}(k+j ) =^}(&j)
and (2?i)&j (&4?0)k+j '^}(k+j)  =^}(&j). Let { # Gal(CR) be the complex
conjugate, then 1 {1=11 , 1
{
2=&12 , 1
{=&1. Also - d{=&- d and
i {=&i. Thus (11\1- d 12)}k+j (i1)}(&j ) are in (MB C)+ and are
mapped to (2?)&j (40)k+j |^}(k+j)  =^}(&j) and (2?)&j (&4?0)k+j
'^}(k+j )  =^}(&j ). They form a basis for MDR R. This proves the
proposition. K
We now prove the comparison isomorphism (DR-1).
Proposition 2.5. Under the isomorphism
(H &1DR(E )
}(k+j )H &1DR(Gm)
}(&j ))Qp
 DR(H &1p (E )
}(k+j )H &1p (Gm)
}(&j ))
MDR Qp is mapped onto DR(Mp).
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Proof. First consider the split case. The isomorphism H &1DR(E
an)$
H &1DR(E)C preserves the action of OK . Since : # OK acts on d z and d z by
multiplication by : and :* respectively, the same is true for their images
|^ and '^ under the isomorphism. Further, since the isomorphism
H&1DR(E)Q Qp$DR(H
&1
p (E))$DR(Qp(^))DR(Qp(^*)) also preserves
the action of : # OK and since the action of OK on DR(Qp(^)) (resp.
DR(Qp(^*)) induced from those on Qp(^) (resp. Qp(^*)) is again
multiplication by : (resp. :*), we see that |^ is mapped into DR(^)
and '^ is mapped into DR(^*). Thus H &1DR(E )Q Qp$DR(H &1p (E))
induces Qp |^$DR(Qp(^)) and Qp '^$DR(Qp(^*)). Thus the
isomorphism H &1DR(E)
} (k+j )H &1DR(Gm)}(&j )$DR(H &1p (E))}(k+j ) 
DR(H &1p (Gm))
}(&j ) induces
MDR Qp=(Qp|^}(k+j ) Qp '^}(k+j ))Qp =^}(&j )
$(DR(Qp(^))}(k+j )DR(Qp(^*))}(k+j ))
DR(Qp(/p))}(&j )
$DR((Qp(^)}(k+j )Qp(^*)}(k+j ))
Qp(/p)}(&j ))
$DR(Mp)
Now consider the non-split case. Define f1=t&1A&1J(1- d a+Ja)),
f2=AJ(1- d a&Ja). Here a is a K^-basis of K^(^) with
a{p=a, t, A # BDR with t_=/p(_) t, A_=(^(_)*) A for _ # GK^ and fixed
by {p # Gal(K^Qp), J # BDR with J2=d, J {p=&J. Then
DR(H &1p (E ))=(BDRH &1p (E ))GQp
=(Cp(/)K^(^))GQp
 (CpK^(^))GQp
=Qp f1 Qp f2
and for : # OK (in fact in K) :( f1)=:f1 , :( f2)=:*f2 . So H &1DR(E )
Qp$DR(H &1p (E )) induces Qp|^$Qp f1 and Qp '^$Qp f2 . We also have
canonical isomorphism
Qp =^=H &1DR(Gm)Qp$DR(H
&1
p (Gm))=DR(Qp(/p))=Qp ;
with ;=t&1b and b a generator of Qp(/p). The isomorphism
DR(H &1p (E ))
}(k+j )Qp DR(H
&1
p (Gm))
}(&j )
$DR(H &1p (E )
}(k+j )Qp H
&1
p (Gm)
}(&j )
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is defined by
}
k+j
i=1
(:i ;i) [ \ `
k+j
i=1
:i+\}
k+j
i=1
;i+ ,
:i # BDR , ;i # H &1p (E) or H
&1
p (Gm)
Thus for n=1, 2, f  (k+j )n ;
}(&j ) is sent to Fn . Here F1=
(t&1A&1J)k+j t&j (1E1+JE2)b&j and F2=(AJ)k+j t&j (1E1
&JE2)b&j with (1- d a+Ja)}(k+j ) [ (1E1+JE2),
Ei # K^(^)}(k+j ) and. Let Pn be the set of nonempty subsets of [1, ..., n]
and for ? # Pn and characters or elements `1 , ..., `n , define `?(i)i =`i if
i # ?, `?(i)i =`i* if i  ?. Let G1 and G2 be the images of F1 and F2 under the
isomorphism
DR(H &1p (E )
}(k+j )Qp H
&1
p (Gm)
}(&j ))
$DR(K^(^)}(k+j )Qp(/p)}(&j ))
$ ? # Pk+j DR \K^\`
k+j
i=1
?(i)^ /
&j
p ++
where the second isomorphism sends ; (}k+ji=1 #i #) to (;
(>k+ji=1 #
?(i )
i ) #)? # Pk+j for ; # BDR , #i # K^(^), and # # Qp(/
&j
p ). Then we
have the following commutative diagram.
www#
www#
wwwwwwwww#
wwwwwwwwwww#
(H &1DR(E)
}(k+j )H &1DR(Gm)}(&j ))Qp ((Q|^}(k+j )Q'^}(k+j ))Q=^}(&j ))Qp
$
(H &1DR(E)Qp)}(k+j )Qp(H
&1
DR(Gm)Qp)} (&j ) w# (Qp|^}(k+j ) Qp '^}(k+j ))Qp '^}(&j )
$
DR(H&1p (E))
}(k+j )Qp DR(H
&1
p (Gm))
}(&j ) (Qp f  (k+j )1 Qp f  (k+j )2 )Qp;}(&j )
$
DR(H &1p (E)
}(k+j ) Qp H
&1
p (Gm)
}(&j )) QpF1 QpF2
$

? # Pk+j
DR \K^ \`
k+j
i=1
?(i)^ /
&j
p ++ QpG1Qp G2
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We only need to show that [G1 , G2] is a basis of DR(Mp)=
DR(K^(k^
&j
^*)). We have the commutative diagram
}
n
i=1
DR(K^(`i )) ww
f

? # Pn
}
n
i=1
DR(K^(`?i ))
g
DR \}
n
i=1
K^(`i)+ ww ? # Pn DR \K^ \`
n
i=1
`?i ++
where f sends }ni=1 (;i #i) to (}
n
i=1 (;i #
?(i )
i ))? # P n and g sends
(}ni=1 (;?, i #?, i)) to ((>
n
i=1 ;?, i ) (}
n
i=1 #?, i ))? # Pn . The case we will
need is when n=k+j and `i=^ for all i. Since - d*=&- d, when n=2
we have
(1- d a+Ja)}2
@ww
f
((1- d a+Ja)}2, (1- d a+Ja)(&1- d a+Ja))
=((1- d a)}2+2(1- d a)  (Ja)
+(Ja)}2, &1(1- d a)}2+(Ja)}2)
@ww
g
((1d+2J- d+d1) a}2, (&1d+d1) a}2)
=((2d1+2J- d ) a}2, 0)
If n>2 and ?{[1, ..., n], then the ?-th term of f ((1- da+Ja)}n)
is (1  - d a + J  a)  (&1  - d a + J  a ) other terms =
(&(1- d a)}2+(Ja)}2)  other terms. Therefore, the ?-th term
of g( f ((1- d a+Ja)}n)) is g?(&(1- d a)}2 other terms)
+g?((Ja)}2 other terms)=g?(&(1- d a)}2 other terms)
+g?((1- d a)}2 other terms) =0. It follows that for ?{[1, ..., n], the
?-th components of G2 and G2 in ? # Pk+j DR(K^(>
k+j
i=1 
?(i )
^ /
&j
p )) are
zero. Therefore [G1 , G2] generates DR(K^(k+j^ /
&j
p ))=DR(K^(
k
^ 
&j
^*)).
Now the proposition is proved. K
Our last step is to prove (P2) for the motive.
Proposition 2.6. Let LB=(Ze1 Ze2) Z1 }(&j ) be the lattice of
MB defined in Proposition 2.3 and let LDR=(Z|^}(k+j )Z'^} (k+j))
Z=^} (&j)MDR , then for p>r+1 and ( p, 7f )=1, LDR Z Zp is a strongly-
divisible lattice of MDR Q Qp=DR(Mp)=Crys(Mp) and LB Z Zp=
Fil 0(B Z LDR)F=1.
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Proof. Let Ep (resp. Gp) be a lift of EQp (resp. Gm Qp) to a smooth,
proper Zp-scheme. Let H &1DR(EpZp) (resp H
&1
DR(GpZp)) be the Zp-lattice of
H &1DR(Ep Qp) (resp. H
&1
DR(GmZp)) that is dual to the lattice H
1
DR(EpZp)
(resp. H 1DR(GpZp)) in H
1
DR(EpQp) (resp. H
1
DR(Gm Zp))
It follows from Faltings [Fa, Theorem 5.3] that H &(k+j)DR (E
k+jZp) is
strongly divisible and
H &(k+j)e t (E
k+j, Zp)=Fil 0(BZp H
&(k+j )
DR (E
k+jZp))F=1
as Zp -lattice of H &(k+j)p (E
k+j)=Fil 0(BcrysQp H
&(k+j )
DR (E
k+jQp))F=1. By
[B-K, 4.3],
H &(k+j )e t (E
k+j, Zp)H &1e t (Gm , Zp)}(&j )
=Fil 0(B Zp(H
&(k+j)
DR (E
k+jZp)H &1DR(GZp)
} (&j )))F=1
as a Zp -lattice of
H &(k+j )p (E
k+j )H &1p (Gm)
}(&j )
=Fil 0(Bcrys }Qp (H
&(k+j )
DR (E
k+jQp) H &1DR(GmQp)
} (&j)))F=1
It is known [Ha, Lemma 1.8] that H &1DR(Ep Zp)=Zp |^Zp '^. We
also have H &1DR(GpZp)=Zp =^. Thus by definitions we have LDR=
MDR & (H &1DR(EpZp)
}(k+j )H &1DR(GpZp)
} (&j )). Since
H &1DR(Ep Zp)
} (k+j )H &1DR(GpZp)
} (&j )
=(H &1DR(Ep , Qp)
}(k+j )H &1DR(Gm , Qp)
}(&j ))
& (H &(k+j )DR (E
k+j
p Zp)H &1DR(GpZp)} (&j ))
we have
LDRZp=(MDRQp) & (H &1DR(EpZp)
}(k+j )H &1DR(GpZp)
}(&j ))
=(MDR Qp) & (H &(k+j )DR (E
k+j
p Zp)H
&1
DR(Gp Zp)
}(&j ))
Similar statement holds when LDR is replaced by LB . From MDR Qp=
DR(MB Qp) and the fact that the functor Fil 0(Bcrys  &)F=1 is the
inverse of the functor DR(&)[F-M] we have MB Qp=Fil 0(Bcrys
(MDRQp))F=1. Also MDRQp and MBQp are direct summands
of H &(k+j)DR (E
k+j
p Qp)H
&1
DR(GmQp)
}(&j ) and H &(k+j )p (E
k+j
p Qp)
H &1p (GmQp)
}(&j ) in the respective categories of cohomology groups.
Therefore
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LB Zp=(MBQp) & H &(k+j )e t (E
k+j
p Zp)H
&1
e t (Gp Zp)
}(&j )
=Fil 0(Bcrys Qp(MDR Qp))
F=1
& Fil 0(BZp H
&(k+j )
DR (E
k+j
p Zp)H
&1
DR(GpZp)
}(&j ))F=1
=Fil 0(B (Zp LDR))F=1
as we wanted. K
The verification of Theorem 2 is completed.
3. Verification of the Conjecture
Now we show that the p-part of BlochKato conjecture is true for the
motive M=Mk, j constructed in 92 when E has good, ordinary reduction at
p and p>k+1. The way to prove it is to show that the conjecture is equiv-
alent to the following formula proved in [Gu].
Theorem 3. For 0<j<k and p&1>k, L( j+k, k){0 if and only if
S strM(k, j)(Q) is finite. If these two equivalent conditions are satisfied, then
p-part [(k&1)! \ 2?- &d+
j
0&( j+k)L( j+k, k)]=*(S strM(k, j )(Q))
Here M=M(k, j)=(QpZp)(.^) (QpZp)(.^*) and
S strM(k, j )(Q)=ker {H 1(Q, M)  l{p
H 1(Ql , M)
H1(gl , M)div

H1(Qp , M)
im(H 1(Qp , (QpZp)(.^))div=
Comparing this formula with the formula that we want to prove
p-part[Tam(M)]=
*(Mp* Lp*)GQ
*III(M)( p)
it is seen that we only need to show that the left hand sides and right hand
sides of the two equations are the inverses of each other.
We first check that the L-values L( j+k, k) is not zero for k>j+1.
Since
L( j+k, k)=`
^
\1&
k+j &j (^)
N(^) +=`
^
(1&.&1(^))
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with .(^)=k &j and |.(^)|=|k &j (^)|=N(^)(k&j )2>1, we have
that Re(1&,&1(^))>0 and by the theory of infinite product in complex
analysis, it is enough to check that ^ |.&1(^)|=^ N(&k+j )2(^) con-
verges which is clearly true if k&j>2. When k&j=2, the L-value is
L( j+k, k)=L(&( j+2)(^)  j (^) N(^), 1) and |&( j+2)(^)  j(^) N(^)|
=|&2(^) N(^)|=1 for all ^ prime to the conductor. So by Hadamard
theorem, L( j+k, k){0. Thus by Theorem 3, the Selmer group S strM( j, k)(Q)
is finite. Comparing the local conditions we see that S strM( j, k)(Q) is identical
with
S(Lp) =
def ker {H1(Q, Mp Lp)  `l
H 1(Ql , MpLp)
H 1f (Q l , Lp)Z (QpZp)=
where
H 1f (Q l , Lp)={
ker [H 1(Ql , Lp)  H1(Q l , Mp)  H 1(Il , Mp)]
when l{p
ker [H 1(Ql , Lp)  H1(Q l , Mp)  H 1(Ql , MpBcrys)]
when l=p
By definition, III(M)( p)=S(Lp)(M(Q) (QpZp)) with
M(Q)Zp=ker {H1(Q, Lp)  `l
H 1(Q l , Lp)
H 1f (Ql , Lp)=
Since S strM( j, k)(Q) is finite, we have III(M)( p
)=S(Lp)=S strM( j, k)(Q). Since
p&1>k>j , (QpZp(&k+1))GK and (QpZp( j+1))GK are both trivial. But
Qp Zp(&k+1) and QpZp( j+1) generate disjoint extensions over K, one
extension being unramified outside of ^ but totally ramified at ^ and the
other extension being so for ^*. It follows that (QpZp(&k+1 j+1))GK=
(Qp(.)*Zp(.)*)GK is trivial. Hence *(Vp* Lp*)GQ =1. Thus we have
proved that the right hand sides of the two equations are the inverses of
each other.
Next we work on the left hand sides of the equations.
Proposition 3.1. For k>j>0 with L( j+k, k){0 and p a split prime
with p>k+1,
p-part[Tam(M)]=\ p-part _(k&1)! \ 2?- &d+
j
0&( j+k)L( j+k, k)&+
&1
Proof. We first recall the definition of Tam(M) as in [B-K]. For l<,
identify Ll=LB Z QlMB Q Ql with its corresponding Galois invariant
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lattice in Ml under the isomorphism MB Q Q l$Ml . Let p be a finite
prime, define
M(Qp)=H 1f (Qp , Lp)_ `
l{p
(Ll (Q l Zl))GQp
For the infinite prime , define M=MB Q R and identify LB with a
lattice of MDR C under the isomorphism MB C$MDR C. Then
M(R) is defined by
M(R)=((M R C)(Fil 0MDR Q C+LB))+
A normalized Haar measure +p on (MDRQp)Fil 0(MDRQp) is defined
by specifying that for the lattice L=LDRMDR in Proposition 2.6,
+p(LZ ZpFil 0(LZ Zp))=1 for p< and that the Z-lattice LFil 0(L)
of (MDR R)Fil 0(MDR R) has a fundamental domain of volume 1
under + . Bloch and Kato defined Haar measures on M(Qp), again
denoted by +p to be the ones induced from the natural projection
(MDR R)Fil 0(MDR R)  M(R)
for p= and from the exponential map
expp : (MDR Qp)Fil 0(MDR Qp)  M(Qp)
for p<. When k&j>2, the Tamagawa measure + on >p M(Qp) is
defined by the product measure >p +p . When k&j=1 or 2 and
L(.&1, 0){0, + is defined by L(.&1, 0)(>p< Pp(M, 1)&1 +p_+).
Bloch and Kato have also defined the global group of points M(Q),
conjectured to be finite. Then the Tamagawa number of M is defined by
Tam(M)=
+(>l M(Ql))
*M(Q)
We have
Tam(M)=
(>l< Pl (M, 1)
&1 +l (M(Q l)) +(M(R))
L(.&1, 0) *A(Q)
For l{p, Lp is unramified at l, so by [B-K, Theorem 4.1], p-part
[+l (M(Q l))]=p-part[Pl (M, 1)]. Also from [B-K, Theorem 4.1], when
p  S, +p(M(Qp))=Pp(M, 1). So we only need to compute +(M(R)) and
*M(Q).
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Lemma 3.1.
+(M(R))={(2?)
&j (40)k+j
(2?)&j (40)k+j - D
when j is even
when j is odd
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 2.4, under the isomorphism
MB C$MDR C, e1 and e2 are sent to
1
2
(2?i)&j \(40)k+j |^}(k+j )  =^}(&j )+\&4?0 +
k+j
'^}(k+j )  =^}(&j )+
and
- d
2
(2?i)&j \(40)k+j |^}(k+j )  =^} (&j )&\&4?0 +
k+j
'^}(k+j ) =^} (&j )+
So when LB=Ze1 Ze2 is identified with its image in MDR C we have
Fil 0(MDR C)+LB=C'^} (k+j ) =^}(&j )+(2?i)&j
_
(40)k+j
2
(Z+Z - d ) |^}(k+j )  =^}(&j )
Therefore,
M(R)$\C(2?i)&j (40)
k+j
2
(Z+- d Z)+
+
When j is even,
\C(2?)&j (40)
k+j
2
(Z+- d Z)+
+
$\R(2?)&j (40)
k+j
2
Z+12 ZZ
Thus +(M(R))=(2?)&j (40)k+j. When j is odd,
(2?i)&j
0k+j
2
(Z- d Z)=(2?)&j
(40)k+j
2
- &d \Z 1- d Z+ .
Thus
M(R)$\C(2?)&j (40)
k+j
2
- &d \Z 1- d Z++
+
$\R(2?)&j (40)
k+j
2
- &d Z+12 ZZ
Therefore +(M(R))=(2?)&j (40)k+j - &d. This is what we want. K
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Lemma 3.2. p-part[*M(Q)]=1.
Proof. As shown above, M(Q) is finite in our case. By [B-K, Lemma
5.10(i)], the p-part of M(Q) is given by
p-part(M(Q))=*((LB (QpZp))GQ =*((Zp(.^) (Qp Zp))GK
As p&1>k>j in .=k &j , p&1 |3 k and p&1 |3 j. Thus (QpZp)(.^)GK
=0 and the lemma is proved. K
Back to the proof of Proposition 3.1. Putting everything together we
have
Tam(M)
=
+(M(R))
L(.&1, 0) *M(Q)
={
(2?)&j (40)k+j
L(.&1, 0)
(2?)&j (40)k+j - &d
L(.&1, 0)
when j is even
when j is odd
={\
(&d) j2 \ 2?- &d+
j
(40)&(k+j )L(.&1, 0)+
&1
\(&d )( j+1)2 \ 2?- &d+
j
(40)&(k+j )L(.&1, 0)+
&1
when j is even
when j is odd
As we assume p>k+1 and p |3 d ( p has good reduction), Proposition 3.1
is proved. K
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
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